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Abstract 

This chapter introduces the notion of Mind Genomics, the experimental science of the 
everyday, and its extension Cognitive Economics, the study of the economic value of messages, and 
subjective decision. We focus on the assessment of artisanal bread, experimenting with reactions to 
sensory/emotional messages, along with messages about origins of the bread, health benefits, and 
other aspects to which a customer might be exposed in advertising and packaging. The chapter 
shows the conceptualization of the problem in Mind Genomics terms, the execution of the study, the 
analysis of results, and the discovery of different viewpoints, so-called mind-set segments. Through 
a case history the worldview of Mind Genomics becomes clear as a way to understand responses to 
messaging about a topic, and the way that marketers can use such knowledge to sell products. 
 
A short background about Mind Genomics and Cognitive Economics 
 The traditional scientific method teaches us to understand variables by isolation, by 
determining how a single variable performs when all other variables are held constant. This ‘one-
at-a-time’ approach works well for many phenomena, but fails to show the dynamics of a compound 
system when variables influence each other. In our daily lives it is mixtures which rule, mixtures 
comprising variables at different levels. It may be possible to understand part of our daily reality by 
isolating one variable and studying it, but we’re likely to get a different and perhaps someone more 
ecologically valid picture by studying known mixtures of variables in a systematic way. 
 
 The foregoing paragraph, sterile as it might seem, opens us up to the wonderful world of 
subjective experience, specifically for this chapter the experience of thinking about food products. 
We can mix ingredients to make a product; cooks and food manufacturers do it all the time. We can 
mix messages to make an advertisement; companies do that all the time. And the strategy works; 
companies sell complex food products, mixtures of ingredients, and companies advertise these 
foods through commercial messages, i.e., mixtures of words, images, and emotions.. 
 
 Mind Genomics, at its very simplest level, is the study of these mixtures, the study of 
everyday stimuli, to understand the rules of choice, to discover what is important to a person and 
what is not (Moskowitz, German & Saguy, 2005; Moskowitz, Porretta, & Silcher, 2005). Rather than 
forcing the person to evaluate stimuli that vary only one dimension, Mind Genomics studies 
mixtures of the variables, typically mixtures of messages, in an effort to develop rules of experience. 
This chapter looks at some of the rules emerging when we investigate responses to messages about 
artisanal, European-style bread. The approach described in this chapter can be expanded to 
virtually any food product, and the nature of the variables, the messages about the bread, can be 
changed to fit as closely as possible the nature of the food being studied.  
 
What Mind Genomics is all about 

Mind Genomics is an experimental science which seeks to understand the world of everyday 
life and experience. Mind Genomics studies life-relevant topics which are important to people, such 
as artisanal bread, the example in this chapter. Mind Genomics begins at the granular level, 
understanding the mental dynamics of small bits of reality, called topic areas, approached through a 



microscope, in the style of a pointillist painter, who creates the picture by aggregating little dots of 
paint. This “from the ground up” pointillist approach contrasts with the typical top down approach 
of the aerial photo, which classifies the entire world in a set of macro-clusters. With those macro-
clusters it is difficult to know what to do with a specific topic because the typical approaches work 
at generalities, not specifics. 

Mind Genomics determines which aspects of the topic drive interest, or not; how people 
differ in the way they respond to these aspects of the topic, and how these differences cluster to 
form segments, called mind-sets. Lastly, Mind Genomics is concerned with assigning people to a 
relevant mind-set segment, which is accomplished through one of two techniques, either by 
personal interaction (personal viewpoint identifier) or by tagging customer databases (digital 
viewpoint identifier).   

 
Table 1 briefly outlines the aspects of Mind Genomics 

 
Table 1: A synopsis of Mind Genomics 

The objectives of Mind Genomics are: 
To understand reality from the ‘ground up’, topic by topic 
From the point of view of the person’s experience 
In a way that leads to quantification about what is important, for each person 
So that general rules about each topic of the everyday may emerge from the empirical study 
Thus leading to the science of that topic, a science founded in human experience and perception 
With the goal of creating an archival science, empirical, and functionally useful for business and 
social good 
 
The tools of Mind Genomics comprise 
The raw materials of the topic (silos, i.e. categories of interest, and elements, e.g.. specifics within 
the silos, which may include, but are not limited to, attributes, benefits, features, functions, or 
emotions ) 
Experimental design to create test stimuli, groups of 3-4 elements called “vignettes.” 
Respondent recruitment  for the study. These are the test people whose ‘minds’ are to be 
understood through the experiments  
Rating questions, which allow respondents to communicate their reactions to the test stimuli 
Technology, i.e., computers, to present the test stimuli, acquire the ratings, calculate the statistics, 
create the report for the user, and develop the segment assignment tools 
 
The work products of Mind Genomics are: 
A database for each topic area showing which specific ‘elements’ or ideas drive interest, are valued 
highly, or affect one’s emotions 
Mind-set segments (viewpoints) for the topic area, based upon what elements are important 
Viewpoint identifier tool, to determine the segment membership of an individual 
The ability to sequence a person’s mind on a large array of topic areas, using an array of viewpoint 
identifiers 
 
The practical outcomes of Mind Genomics are: 
A micro-science of a topic area, i.e., what works, what doesn’t work 
How the topic area divides, based upon the minds of people (deeper mind-truths) 
Tools (interactive viewpoint identifiers, look-alike modeling) to drive desired behaviors (purchase, 
compliance, interest, perceived value) 

 
Mind Genomics and its associated discipline of Cognitive Economics 



The best way to understand the structure and promise of Mind Genomics is through a case 
history showing the arc from conceptualizing a problem to acquiring data to showing implications. 
Our case history deals with artisanal bread. The original focus of the project was an evaluation of 
the promise of artisanal bread. Artisanal foods are becoming increasing popular in the United 
States, as farmer’s market’s and ‘locally produced’ foods pique the consumer interest, turning 
scattered interest into widespread food trends. The study of responses to concepts describing 
artisanal bread explicates the principles of Mind Genomics, and its associated discipline of Cognitive 
Economics. 

 
By collecting responses to test stimuli dealing with both interest in the bread (question 1) 

and dollar value (price, question 2), Mind Genomics opens the way to a study of the relation 
between what people like and how much people are willing to pay for what they like. This aspect 
has been named ‘Cognitive Economics’ by authors Rappaport and Moskowitz. 

 
In many cases, the history of ‘pricing research’ suggests that interest in a product or aspect 

of a product and price co-vary; people say that they will pay more for what they like. Mind 
Genomics along with Cognitive Economics, allow us to understand this co-variation at a deeper 
level. When we examine the patterns of interest and dollar values for each element, we develop a 
different picture, uncovering the tradeoffs that people make between features and value. Table 2 
shows a 2X2 matrix of interest and price, four combinations, which allow the economics narrative 
to be better understood. 

 
Table 2: The 2x2 matrix of interest in a product element (e.g., communication element about 
artisanal bread) and willingness to pay for that element (price): 
 
 Low Interest – low or 

negative impact 

High Interest – high positive 

impact 

High Price – dollar value 

above the average of all 

elements  

Not Worth Paying For Profit Opportunity 

Low Price – dollar value 

below the average of all 

elements  

Irrelevant Must-Have 

 
We label the four cells using colloquial language to describe the appeal of the combinations of 
interest and price: 
 
1. Profit Opportunity – elements which are considered desirable for which people are willing to 

pay a higher price. These are the messages that consumers “absolutely desire.” 
 
2. Must-Haves – elements which drive interest but are not worth a premium. These are messages 

that are expected, the “cost of entry.”  
 



3. Not Worth Paying For – elements which are neutral or slightly negative  that people expect to 
pay more for when present. People don’t want to spend extra for a message which does not 
interest them; it’s a ”bad deal.” 

  
4. Irrelevant – elements that markedly detract from interest and for which people are unwilling to 

pay or feel that it costs too much. These are messages people discount right away that can 
quickly stop them from considering a product, service, or experience. 

 
The matrix in Table 2 makes an important point: just because an aspect of a product or service 

is pleasing to a person does not mean that particular aspect will command a higher price. There 
may be some co-variation between liking and price, but the co-variation is not perfect by any 
means. The nature of such co-variation may vary by product, and by the nature of the person doing 
the evaluation. That co-variation, and indeed the hedonics (liking/disliking) and cognitive 
economics (price willing to pay) are all topics for empirical investigation presented here. 

 
Pragmatics – Doing the Mind Genomics / Cognitive Economics study 
 

The Mind Genomics approach follows the steps below, taken from Table 1  
 
1. Develop elements, i.e., raw materials that will later be incorporated into vignettes. These 

elements are simple, stand-alone messages that pertain to the topic of artisanal bread. Elements 
are organized into categories, called silos. The silos span a range, from descriptions of the 
sensory response to the product, to health features, to emotions, respectively. Each silo, general 
group, comprises 6 elements, shown below. 

 
2. Experimental design to create test stimuli, so-called vignettes, which are combination of 3-4 

elements, one each from three or four silos, but never two or more from a single silo. The 
rationale behind the experimental design has been presented by In marketing research the 
approach using experimental design is known as conjoint analysis ). Conjoint measurement has 
also been used to identify the features of new to the world products (e.g., Experimental design 
has been extensively explicated in authoritative texts).  
 

3. Rating questions, which allow respondents, the tested people, to communicate their reactions to 
the test stimuli on the basis of interest (question 1), and price willing to pay (question 2)/ 
 

4. Recruiting the test people whose ‘minds’ are to be understood through the science 
 

5. Running the experiments using technology, i.e., computers, that presents the test stimuli 
(vignettes), and acquires the ratings. 
 

Data analysis utilizing regression, clustering, and discriminant function analysis to create the mind-
set segments and a system for creating the viewpoint identifiers   
 
The Raw materials  

These comprise silos, i.e., groups which themselves comprise related elements. For this 
particular study we created six silos, each silo comprising six elements. The Mind Genomics project 
covers a wide range of ideas and messages across the 36   elements. Table 3 shows the silos and   
elements.  
 



1. The six silos, denoted with capital letters A-F, concern six different aspects of artisanal, 
European-style bread. The elements are denoted by the number 1-6. This alphanumeric system 
provides a standard bookkeeping method, enabling the analysis to refer to each individual 
element. 

 
2. Silo A refers to elements having to do with Europe, bread heritage and purity. Silo B deals with 

country or region of Origin. Silo C: Ingredients. Silo D: Satisfaction. Silo E: History and Recipes 
Silo F: Sensory Emotion. 

 
3. The elements are written in simple English, in a way that would be readable and engaging for a 

consumer. Respondents are accustomed to reading information about products in ads, on 
packages and other forms of communication. To the degree that we can present the information 
in a normal, ‘non-clinical’ fashion, we will gather responses to stimuli which represent the type 
of messages, and mixtures of messages, one receives daily from commercial sources seeking to 
describe a product, to sell a product, or both. 

 
 
Table 3: Silos and elements 
  Silo A: Europe, heritage, purity 
A1 It is stunning how delicious the bread is in Europe 

A2 
European bread has that crispy crust and is nice and chewy and is less dense than American 
bread 

A3 
The Europeans only use basic ingredients in their bread- they produce it day fresh, that's 
why it is so delicious 

A4 
Get more conscious what is in our food - bread should be a source of purest nutrition, but 
here in the US it is not 

A5 
Honest food doesn't need any taste enhancers - no preservatives, GMO ingredients, sugar or 
additives 

A6 
Bread is the one of the most important food we consume everyday -- it should come from 
the best ingredients 

    
  Silo B: Origin 
B1 From France 
B2 From Italy 
B3 From the Netherlands 
B4 From Germany 
B5 From Spain 
B6 From the best bread countries in Europe 
    
  Silo C: Ingredients 
C1 Dough made with only local European ingredients - GMO free 
C2 Bread variations from artisanal bakeries made by professional bakers 

C3 
Artisanal bread recipes without any sugar, taste enhancers, colorants, GMO ingredients or 
preservatives 

C4 Bringing the purest bread variants fresh to your table every day 
C5 Your everyday bread made from ancient, pure local recipes 
C6 Freshly baked every day in the US 
    
  Silo D: Satisfaction 



D1 Eating pure and healthy everyday 
D2 Honest, delicious and fresh food for me and my family 
D3 My daily bread providing the best nutrition 
D4 The original recipes guarantee the best taste and health 
D5 Benefits long term health as it is free of GMO ingredients, artificial additives and sugar 
D6 Easy way to make healthy and nutritious breakfast or lunch for me and my family 
    
  Silo E: History, recipe 
E1 Recipes just using simple ingredients such as water, dough, yeast and craftsmanship 
E2 We selected just the best recipes from a time when making bread was not industrialized 
E3 We produce the dough in the country of origins, which brings the real taste to the US 
E4 Made from European pure ingredients 
E5 Bread that has been a nutritious staple in Europe for centuries 
E6 Delivered to you fresh every day 
    
  Silo F: Sensory emotion 
F1 It tastes like coming home 
F2 It smells and taste like homemade 
F3 Your every morning joy 
F4 It taste like being on holiday everyday 
F5 It tastes healthy 
F6 Crispy crust tells you that it was freshly baked, nice and chewy bite 
 
The experimental design. 

 Conventional science works by isolating one variable at a time. As mentioned above, Mind 
Genomics combines variables, i.e., elements, in a systematic fashion so that each element appears in 
combination with other elements, to simulate the typical compound stimulus of the type one 
encounters in everyday life. Statisticians provide the experimental design, ensuring that the 
elements appear independently of each other, in a statistical sense, and that each element appears 
in five of the 48 vignettes (combinations). Thus each element is absent from 43 of the 48 vignettes.  

 
Each respondent tests a unique set of 48 vignettes, constituting a full experimental design. 

The Mind Genomics strategy begins with a single experimental design, dictating the composition of 
all 48 vignettes, using that single design as the base. The base design is permuted, by changing the 
order of elements in each silo. That change, a permutation, creates a new set of 48 combinations, a 
set which maintains the deep structure of the experimental design. Each new design is isomorphic 
(same structure) as the basic design, but with different combinations   With 152 respondents who 
ultimately participated we end up with 152 unique sets of combinations, all permutations of the 
basic design. 

 
Table 4 shows an example of part of the full experimental design for one respondent, 

explicating the first six vignettes or combinations of   elements.  
 
Table 4: Experimental Design. Composition of the first six vignettes 
  Vig1 Vig2 Vig3 Vig4 Vig5 Vig6 
Silo A ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT A1 A4 A4 
Silo B B2 B1 B1 ABSENT B2 ABSENT 
Silo C ABSENT ABSENT C5 C3 C1 C3 
Silo D ABSENT D5 D6 D3 D2 ABSENT 



Silo E E2 E6 E3 ABSENT ABSENT E5 
Silo F F6 F5 ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT F2 
              
 Example of Binary 
Coding for Silo F 
(Sensory Emotion) 
1=present, =absent             
F1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F2 0 0 0 0 0 1 
F3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F5 0 1 0 0 0 0 
F6 1 0 0 0 0 0 
       
Rating       
Q1 – Interest on 9-
point scale 9 7 2 6 6 8 
Q2- Selected Price 
‘number’ on scale 2 4 1 2 2 2 
Top3 (INT), Rating 
1-6 = 0, 7-9=100 100 100 0 0 0 100 
Actual Price 3.99 5.79 1.99 3.99 3.99 3.99 
 
 
The rating questions 

 The respondent communicates feelings through the rating questions. This study required 
the respondent to rate his feelings in two ways for each of the 48 vignettes. The first rating allows 
the respondent to report how he feels about the artisanal bread, based upon the vignette, i.e., an 
overall evaluation of interest in the bread.. The second rating allows the respondent to tell us how 
much he would pay for the bread 

 
  The two questions appear below. The dollar values are presented to the respondent in 

irregular order, preventing the respondent from repeating the same keystroke for the two 
questions. That is, the irregular order forces the respondent to think a bit more for the second 
question. 
 

Question 1: Based on the description you see, how interested are you in this bread idea? 
1=Not interested at all...... 9=would be extremely interested 
 
Question 2: Based on this screen only... How much would you pay? 
1=$1.99; 2=$3.99; 3=$0; 4=$5.79; 5=$2.89; 6=$9.49; 7=$4.89; 8=$7.99; 9=$6.69 

 
Executing the interview 
  In its current incarnation Mind Genomics works with Internet-based studies, allowing 
respondents to participate either at home/office or an internet-enabled café. In some cases the 
studies can in fact be run in special locations, as long as an internet connection is available. This 
includes schools, doctor’s offices, hospitals, and so on. 
 



 The Mind Genomics study begins with an orientation page, shown in Figure 1. The 
orientation page describes the background of the study, without however, divulging too much 
information. The introduction sets the stage for what the study aims at, in general. The specifics will 
be filled in by the   elements.  
 
 The remainder of the orientation presents details about the study, such as the rating 
questions, and the fact that the vignettes (screens) are all unique. The experimental design dictates 
vignettes comprising 3-4 elements, with the same element appearing five times across 48 vignettes. 
It is perfectly normal for a respondent to feel that he has already seen the vignette, because he 
recognizes the element. Up-front reassurance about the uniqueness of the vignettes suffices to 
reduce anxiety and possible irritation. 
 
Figure 1: The orientation page 

 
 
 
 
 The 48 vignettes, already unique, are presented in a randomized order. Figures 2 and 3 
show these vignettes. One vignette remains on the screen until the respondent answers both 
questions. Once answered, the screen will automatically give way to the next vignette in the 
randomized list, again remaining on the screen until the two rating questions are answered. 
 
 
 
  



 
 
Figure 2: A vignette with the first rating scale (interest in bread) on right side  

 
 
 
  



 
Figure 3: The same vignette with the second rating scale (price) on the right side 

 
 
 
The respondents 
 The study comprised the responses of 152 individuals, selected from the pool of 
participants provided by Amazon Mechanical Turk, Inc. These are individuals who sign up to 
participate in tasks of the kind described. Mind Genomics studies sometimes ‘source’ respondents 
from so-called panel providers. These are companies which can ‘tailor’ the characteristics of the 
panel for defined specification, e.g.., users of specific products. For this study a general population 
sufficed. 
 

Many Mind Genomics studies involve the analysis of responses by people with specific 
characteristics, such as age, gender, and even general attitude towards a topic. It is important to 
collect this information directly from the respondents at the time of the Mind Genomics interview. 
To better understand the respondents Mind Genomics devotes the second half of the interview to a 
short self-profiling questionnaire. The questionnaire comprises a set of classification questions 
which allow the researcher to learn more about who the respondent ‘is’ in terms of demographics 
(e.g., age, gender, etc.), psychographics (e.g., attitudes, beliefs), and behaviors (e.g., what the 
respondent does in terms of purchase and consumption).  
 
Levels of learning 

The Mind Genomics enterprise allows for a number of different analyses, beginning with 
simple relations between the presence/absence of elements and responses (interest, dollar value), 
moving to the identification of different groups in the population based upon newly emergent 
‘mind-sets’ (mind-set segmentation), and then moving beyond those analyses to uncovering 
relations between a person’s interest in an element versus the dollar value a person is willing to 
pay for that element. 
 

The remainder of this chapter explicates a number of these analyses, to illustrate the range 
of insights provided by the Mind Genomics enterprise. The data is far richer, but space limits the 



number of analyses that can be performed and presented in detail. It is better to explicate a limited 
number of analyses. 
 
Building Models 

Although each respondent rated 48 vignettes on two attributes, it is not the response to the 
vignettes but the part-worth responses to the individual elements which is important. The first 
simple question is ‘how does an element drive interest?’ The second simple question is ‘how does 
an element drive value, i.e., dollar worth?’ 
 

We analyze the data at the level of each respondent. This is known as a ‘within-subjects 
analysis.’ The individual pattern of responses to the 36 elements is thus the basic unit of analysis 
and the basic information. The conclusions are based on the aggregation of individual data from the 
appropriate respondents, i.e., those who fit a specific criterion for inclusion in the average. 

 
The workhorse analytic tool is OLS regression, ordinary least-squares regression, often 

referred to as ‘curve fitting.’ OLS regression deconstructs an individual’s responses to the 48 
vignette into the separate, part-worth responses of the components, the elements. The mathematics 
behind OLS regression is well accepted in statistical circles, and available in most off-the-shelf 
statistics packages for the personal computer. 
 

Mind Genomics will create three individual-level models or equations for these data: 
Persuasion, Interest, and Dollar, respectively. Since each respondent evaluated 48 vignettes, with 
the 48 vignettes constituting an experimental design, it is straightforward to run 152 regression 
equations for each of the three models, altogether three regression equations for each respondent. 
 
1. Persuasion (PER): We use the rating on the 9-point scale as the dependent variable. OLS analysis 

deconstructs the rating as the sum of individual contributions of elements on a 9-point scale. The 
Persuasion model predicts the rating on the 9-point scale when each element is incorporated 
into the vignette. The equation for the Persuasion model is expressed as: 9-Point Rating = k0 + 
k1(Element A1) + k2(Element A2).. k36(Element F6). The additive constant, k0, shows the number 
of rating points to be expected in the absence of elements. The additive constant is a theoretical 
number, i.e., a purely estimated value, because all vignettes comprised 3-4 elements. We use k0 
as a baseline. In turn, each coefficient, k1-k36, shows the number of rating points on the 9-point 
scale to be obtained by inserting the element into the vignette. 

 
2. Interest (INT): We follow the conventions of political polling, sociology, and market research 

which place people into groups for analysis. We transform the rating scale, converting it into a 
binary scale. Ratings of 1-6 are transformed to 0 to denote no interest in the vignette. Ratings of 
7-9 are transformed to 100 to denote interest in the vignette. The cut-point, between 6 and 7, is 
arbitrary, having evolved from 30 years of research. 

 
3. Dollar: We substitute the dollar value corresponding to each rating point. Thus the rating of ‘1’ 

on the dollar scale (question 2) corresponds to $1.99, whereas the rating of 2 on the dollar scale 
corresponds to $3.99, and so forth. We then apply the OLS regression to the dollar ratings of the 
48 vignettes for each respondent, to generate a dollar model: Dollar = k1(Element 
A1)…k36(Element F6). There is no additive constant in the dollar model, based upon the working 
hypothesis that in the absence of any element in the vignette there is no way to understand the 
value of the product 

 



4. Some technical notes: 
 

a. To each value of the dependent variables, whether the 9 point scale (persuasion model), the 
0/100 binary value (interest model), or the dollar value, we add a small random number 
(<10-5). That small number does not affect the coefficients or impact value, but it ensures that 
the OLS regression will not ‘crash,’ when the respondent assigns the same number to every 
vignette. 

 
b. Whether or not we incorporate an additive constant into the regression makes no difference 

to the relative values of the coefficients. The coefficients estimated in the presence of the 
additive constant correlate perfectly with the coefficients estimated in the absence of the 
additive constant. 

 
The Interest and Dollar models for the Total panel 

The data from Mind Genomics studies of this type are very rich. We need not go into detail to 
explicate each element. Rather, we will look at some of the highlights. 

 
1. Table 5 shows the average values for the coefficients or impacts, both for the Interest (INT) 

Model, and for the Dollar Model. The two sets of coefficients correlate highly; what a person 
likes is typically what a person feels to be valuable. However, there will be exceptions to that 
general rule. 

 
2. The basic interest (additive constant) is 3, close to 0. The basic interest in artisanal bread is low. 

It will be the elements which must do the work to raise interest, and the dollar values will tell us 
how they are valued.  

 
Table 5: Interest and Price (Dollar) models for the total set of 152 respondents, based on the 
average from the 152 individual models. The table is sorted by the coefficients from the 
Price Model 
  Total Panel INT Price 

 Average Value 
8.4

4 1.00 
  Additive constant 3 ($)  

A5 
Honest food doesn't need any taste enhancers - no preservatives, GMO 
ingredients, sugar or additives 19 1.53 

C3 
Artisanal bread recipes without any sugar, taste enhancers, colorants, GMO 
ingredients or preservatives 18 1.46 

C4 Bringing the purest bread variants fresh to your table every day 12 1.26 

A3 
The Europeans only use basic ingredients in their bread- they produce it day 
fresh, that's why it is so delicious 13 1.25 

C1 Dough made with only local European ingredients - GMO free 16 1.21 

D5 
Benefits long term health as it is free of GMO ingredients, artificial additives 
and sugar 13 1.18 

C5 Your everyday bread made from ancient, pure local recipes 9 1.18 
B1 From France 3 1.14 

A2 
European bread has that crispy crust and is nice and chewy and is less dense 
than American bread 14 1.10 

F6 Crispy crust tells you that it was freshly baked, nice and chewy bite 13 1.10 



E5 Bread that has been a nutritious staple in Europe for centuries 9 1.10 
B2 From Italy 5 1.09 
C2 Bread variations from artisanal bakeries made by professional bakers 14 1.08 

D6 
Easy way to make healthy and nutritious breakfast or lunch for me and my 
family 7 1.07 

A1 It is stunning how delicious the bread is in Europe 5 1.04 

A6 
Bread is the one of the most important food we consume everyday -- it 
should come from the best ingredients 10 1.02 

B4 From Germany 6 1.02 

E2 
We selected just the best recipes from a time when making bread was not 
industrialized 8 1.01 

E1 
Recipes just using simple ingredients such as water, dough, yeast and 
craftsmanship 10 0.98 

E6 Delivered to you fresh every day 9 0.98 

E3 
We produce the dough in the country of origins, which brings the real taste 
to the US 10 0.97 

C6 freshly baked every day in the US 8 0.93 
F4 It taste like being on holiday everyday 6 0.93 
D4 The original recipes guarantee the best taste and health 4 0.93 
F2 It smells and taste like homemade 9 0.89 
B6 From the best bread countries in Europe 7 0.88 
F3 Your every morning joy 4 0.88 
E4 Made from European pure ingredients 7 0.86 
F1 It tastes like coming home 4 0.79 
D1 Eating pure and healthy everyday 8 0.77 

A4 
Get more conscious what is in our food - bread should be a source of purest 
nutrition, but here in the US it is not 7 0.77 

F5 It tastes healthy 5 0.77 
D3 My daily bread providing the best nutrition 5 0.77 
B3 From the Netherlands 2 0.71 
B5 From Spain 0 0.71 
D2 Honest, delicious and fresh food for me and my family 5 0.70 
 

 
3. Profit Opportunity: Recall that elements in this group are characterized by high interest and 

high (above average) dollar values: These elements have impact values of 12 or greater, and a 
dollar value greater than the average of $1.00. Here are the top three elements with great profit 
opportunity (Table 6). 

 
Table 6: Elements with great profit opportunity (high interest, and commands a high price) 

 Element INT Price 

A5 
Honest food doesn't need any taste enhancers - no preservatives, GMO 

ingredients, sugar or additives 
19 $1.53  

C3 
Artisanal bread recipes without any sugar, taste enhancers, colorants, 

GMO ingredients or preservatives 
18 $1.46  

C1 Dough made with only local European ingredients - GMO free 16 $1.21  

 
 



4. What makes a ‘winner?’: Honest, artisanal products, without anything added, generate the 
highest level of interest and price. The coefficients are 19 and 18 for the top two elements in 
Table 6, meaning that when one of these elements is presented in a vignette we get an 
additional 18-19 percent of the respondents voting 7-9 on a vignette which incorporates the 
element. The vignette goes from a near zero value of 3 to 22, with the addition of just one of the 
two elements. The total panel values these elements roughly 20% to 50% greater than the 
average.  

 
5. Must Haves: Must Have messages combine high interest with average or below average dollar 

values. These are the elements that people expect. These elements add richness, offering 
assurance that there is substance underlying the respondents’ keen interest as reflected in the 
Profit Opportunity elements. Table 7 shows the two Must Haves  

 
Table 7: The Must Have Elements (high interest, average or below average dollar values) 

 Element INT Price 

E1 
Recipes just using simple ingredients such as water, dough, yeast and 
craftsmanship 

10 $0.98  

E3 
We produce the dough in the country of origins, which brings the real 
taste to the US 

10 $0.97  

 
6. Not Worth Paying For: These elements combine low interest ratings with high dollar values. 

When they are present in a communication these elements may prompt the buyer to say: “That’s 
too much money to pay for something I don’t care much about”. Respondents were uninterested in 
breads actually imported from Germany, Italy, and France, and apparently wary of the price 
premium that they would expect to pay (Table 8). 

 
Table 8: The Not Worthy Paying For” Elements (low interest, high dollar values) 

 Element INT Price 

B4 From Germany 6 $1.02  

B2 From Italy 5 $1.09  

B1 From France 3 $1.14  

 
7. Irrelevant: Fifteen of the 36 elements are considered Irrelevant by the respondents, indicating 

that they were not interested in them and valued them below the average. Here are three of the 
lower scoring irrelevant elements. They are somewhat flowery and do not resonate with the 
respondents (Table 9) 

 
Table 9: The Irrelevant Elements (low interest, low dollar values) 

 Element INT Price 

D4 The original recipes guarantee the best taste and health 4 $0.93  

F3 Your every morning joy 4 $0.88  

F1 It tastes like coming home 4 $0.79  

 
 
The Emergent Cognitive Economics Narrative 
Analyzing the patterns of the coefficients and organizing them into the four categories—

Profit Opportunity, Must Haves, Not Worth Paying For, and Irrelevant—creates and shapes a 
narrative for communicating with people about artisanal bread. The patterns enable advertisers or 



marketers to select a group of messages that raise interest while simultaneously conforming to 
what people feel is worth paying for. The narrative also shows us which messages are likely to send 
signals to consumers that a certain artisanal bread may not be “worth it” and even signals those 
messages that will turn a person “off” and dissuade them from considering purchase.   

 
From total panel to key subgroups 

Mind Genomics allows us to compare the response patterns of different groups, and even to 
compare individual corresponding parameters. It does so by creating models at the individual 
respondent level, models whose corresponding parameters can be averaged arithmetically to 
estimate the central tendency, We move beyond the general conclusion that Group A differs from 
Group B, to a precise profile of the nature of the differences. All analyses comparing groups look for 
narratives by which to understand these groups, and in a more profound sense ‘understand how 
nature works.’ Mind Genomics refines that search for narrative by studying the patterns of impacts 
across elements, and actual impact values of single elements, i.e., patterns and points. 
 

As an example, consider the strongest performing elements (by Interest, Question 1). Table 
10 shows all elements with INT (interest) values above 10, for the 72 respondents who are age 29 
or younger, and the 80 respondents who are age 30 or older. Table 10 also shows the price 
coefficients for the same element. 
 
1. The additive constants are the same for the INT Model, 2-3, meaning that by itself bread is not 

interesting. It’s what comes along, the elements, which generates interest in the bread. 
 

2. Concerning interest, the overall evaluation of feeling asked in Question 1, younger respondents 
show higher responsivity to the elements, whereas older respondents show lower responsivity. 
We see this by the size of the impact values, the coefficients attached to the elements. The 
younger respondents show higher impact values compared with the older respondents. 
Sometimes the differences are dramatic. 
 

3. Generally, the differences between young and old are of degree. There are no inversions, 
wherein the older respondents are negative to an idea which appeals to the younger 
respondents. What the younger respondents like the older respondents like as well, but not to 
the same degree. 
 

4. When it comes to setting a price for the bread we see flip-flops. Sometimes the younger 
respondents will pay more for an element (e.g., Crispy crust tells you that it was freshly baked, 
nice and chewy bite), whereas sometimes the older respondent will pay more (European bread 
has that crispy crust and is nice and chewy and is less dense than American bread). There is no 
clear pattern here 
 

5. Except for the differences in the magnitudes of the impact values for the INT model, we see no 
clear differences between the age groups. The differences which do emerge do not ‘tell a story.’ 
There is no clear narrative here, no simple story by which nature is illumed. 

 
Table 10: Interest and Price (Dollar) models for the strongest performing elements for two 
age groups, 29 or younger, 30 or older. The table is sorted by the INT model for the younger 
group, 29 or younger. 

  INT  INT Price Price 

   
29 or 

Younger 
30 or 
Older 

29 or 
Younger 

30 or 
Older 



  Base Size 72 80 71 80 

  Constant 2 3     

A5 

Honest food doesn't need any taste enhancers 
- no preservatives, GMO ingredients, sugar or 
additives 23 15 1.55 1.52 

F6 
Crispy crust tells you that it was freshly baked, 
nice and chewy bite 21 5 1.23 0.98 

C2 
Bread variations from artisanal bakeries made 
by professional bakers 18 11 1.08 1.07 

A2 

European bread has that crispy crust and is 
nice and chewy and is less dense than 
American bread 13 14 0.93 1.24 

C3 

Artisanal bread recipes without any sugar, 
taste enhancers, colorants, GMO ingredients or 
preservatives 13 23 1.50 1.45 

F2 It smells and taste like homemade 12 7 0.96 0.84 

C1 
Dough made with only local European 
ingredients - GMO free 12 20 1.16 1.25 

E5 
Bread that has been a nutritious staple in 
Europe for centuries 11 6 1.21 0.98 

E4 Made from European pure ingredients 11 3 0.95 0.78 

F4 It taste like being on holiday everyday 11 2 0.83 1.02 
 
 
Underlying mind-sets in the population uncovered by mind-set segmentation 

Each Mind Genomics study, such as the bread study explicated in this chapter, presents to 
the researcher an opportunity to understand a small piece of “everyday” reality. Beyond uncovering 
the relation between elements and responses, Mind Genomics uncovers fundamental differences 
among people in the way that people process the specific information presented in those   elements. 
These differences are not so much differences among people as they are constellations of ideas 
which ‘move together.’ A person may adopt one constellation of ideas, and be indifferent to, or even 
reject a competing constellation of ideas for the same topic area. We call these constellations of 
ideas Mind Sets. 
 

To identify different mind-sets in our topic area of bread we use the statistical procedure of 
cluster analysis. The ‘material’ on which the clustering takes place is the set of impact values from 
the questions. For our bread study we will use the 36 Persuasion values for each of our 152 
respondents.  

 
1. The Persuasion or PER model uses the 9-point rating from question 1 as the dependent 

variable, and the presence/absence of the 36 elements as the independent variables.  
 

2. OLS regression enables us to estimate the 36 coefficients and the additive constant.  
 

3. We use the 36 coefficients as the inputs to the clustering program.  
 

The output of the clustering program consists of the division of the 152 respondents into a small 
number of groups or clusters, with the properties that the average profile of 36 elements across the 
clusters are very different from each other, whereas the individual profiles within a cluster are 



similar to each other. The actual computation follows specified steps to achieve the foregoing, 
explicated in statistics texts. The clustering program allocates the 152 respondents into two, three, 
four, five, and six segments, respectively.  

 
We select that ‘cluster solution’ to satisfy two often mutually-clashing objectives: 

 
1. Parsimony. The fewer the number of clusters or segments the better 
 
2. Interpretability: Each segment must ‘tell a coherent, simple story.’ It becomes easier to tell a 

story when there are many clusters or segments, but the many clusters defeats the objective of 
parsimony 

 
Table 11 present the three segments which emerge from the clustering. A two-segment solution 

is more parsimonious, but not easily understood. The three-segment solution is easier to 
understand, but still not perfectly interpretable. However, the three-segment solution is sufficiently 
clear that we can stop here. The left three sets of numbers show the impact or coefficient values for 
the INT Model (overall evaluation, Question 1). The right three sets of numbers show the dollar 
values. Only the strong performing elements in at least one segment appear in Table 11, in order to 
minimize the size of the table, making it easier to read 
 

The mind-set segments are mathematical constructs, emerging from the attempt of the 
clustering algorithm to satisfy specific criteria, without any attempt to ‘name’ the segments. The 
name comes afterwards, emerging from an inspection of the elements which score very high on the 
INT Model (here, impact values for the most part 20 or higher). The segment names come from the 
elements which are most desired by each segment. The names are not ‘fixed in stone,’ but rather 
represent simplified ways of thinking about these clusters. 
 
Strong performing elements from Segment S1: European, artisan seekers 

Bread variations from artisanal bakeries made by professional bakers 
From France 
Crispy crust tells you that it was freshly baked, nice and chewy bite 
From Germany 
We produce the dough in the country of origins, which brings the real taste to the US 
Bringing the purest bread variants fresh to your table every day 

 
Strong performing elements from Segment S2; Healthful, simple, fresh 

Honest food doesn't need any taste enhancers - no preservatives, GMO ingredients, sugar or 
additives 
Artisanal bread recipes without any sugar, taste enhancers, colorants, GMO ingredients or 
preservatives 
Benefits long term health as it is free of GMO ingredients, artificial additives and sugar 
Dough made with only local European ingredients - GMO free 
European bread has that crispy crust and is nice and chewy and is less dense than American 
bread 
The Europeans only use basic ingredients in their bread- they produce it day fresh, that's why 
it is so delicious 

 
Strong performing elements from Segment S3: Bread with a history 

Bread that has been a nutritious staple in Europe for centuries 
Easy way to make healthy and nutritious breakfast or lunch for me and my family 



Your everyday bread made from ancient, pure local recipes 
 
 
Table 11: Interest (INT S) and Dollar (DOL S) segment models for the strongest performing 
elements for the three mind-set segments. The table is sorted by the order of silos and 
element number. 
 

    
INT 

S1 
INT 
 S2 

INT 
S3   

DOL 
S1 

DOL
S2 

DOL 
S3 

  Base Size 30 100 22   30 100 22 

  Constant 5 -5 35         

A2 

European bread has that crispy 
crust and is nice and chewy and 
is less dense than American 
bread 9 20 -6   1.09 1.15 0.85 

A3 

The Europeans only use basic 
ingredients in their bread- they 
produce it day fresh, that's why 
it is so delicious -2 20 3   0.93 1.43 0.83 

A5 

Honest food doesn't need any 
taste enhancers - no 
preservatives, GMO ingredients, 
sugar or additives 8 29 -15   0.92 1.77 1.28 

A6 

Bread is the one of the most 
important food we consume 
everyday -- it should come from 
the best ingredients 7 15 -7   0.92 1.22 0.23 

B1 From France 27 -4 0   1.66 0.87 1.65 

B2 From Italy 16 4 -5   1.49 0.9 1.38 

B4 From Germany 23 0 13   1.46 0.89 1.01 

C1 

Dough made with only local 
European ingredients - GMO 
free 16 20 2   1.52 1.22 0.71 

C2 

Bread variations from artisanal 
bakeries made by professional 
bakers 32 12 2   1.28 1.04 0.97 

C3 

Artisanal bread recipes without 
any sugar, taste enhancers, 
colorants, GMO ingredients or 
preservatives 17 26 -16   1.32 1.69 0.64 

C4 

Bringing the purest bread 
variants fresh to your table 
every day 21 15 -10   1.54 1.16 1.31 

C5 
Your everyday bread made 
from ancient, pure local recipes 9 8 16   1.26 1.13 1.32 

D5 

Benefits long term health as it is 
free of GMO ingredients, 
artificial additives and sugar -12 22 10   0.71 1.41 0.77 



D6 

Easy way to make healthy and 
nutritious breakfast or lunch 
for me and my family -7 9 20   0.87 1.11 1.16 

E3 

We produce the dough in the 
country of origins, which brings 
the real taste to the US 22 8 6   1.19 0.83 1.33 

E4 
Made from European pure 
ingredients 19 3 8   0.92 0.76 1.23 

E5 
Bread that has been a nutritious 
staple in Europe for centuries 3 8 21   1.1 0.95 1.76 

F2 
It smells and taste like 
homemade 16 7 11   1.23 0.76 1.05 

F6 

Crispy crust tells you that it was 
freshly baked, nice and chewy 
bite 26 9 11   1.81 1.01 0.58 

 
The relation between interest (INT) and dollar value (Price) differs across segments. 
 The scatterplots in Figure 4 show a close relationship between interest and dollar value 
(price) for the total panel, for Mind-set Segment 1 (European, artisan seekers) and for Mind-set 
Segment 2 (Healthful, high quality bread). They affirm the expected general pattern between 
interest and value; we expect that a person will pay more for what the person likes. Whereas a 
linear relation is intuitive and expected, there is no guarantee, however, that it holds in every 
situation. As Figure 4 reveals, there is no relation whatsoever between interest and dollar value 
(price) for Mind-set Segment 3 (Bread with a history), suggesting that this third segment operates 
by radically different rules. Segment 3 appears to ascribe value to the more ‘exotic’ aspect of 
artisanal bread, whether or not they are interested in the bread itself. Segment 3 seems to want to 
be ‘impressed’ in order to ascribe value to the bread. 
 
Figure 4: The relation between the impact values of 36 elements for bread (INT Model, 
abscissa) and the dollar value (Price) of the element from the Dollar Model (ordinate). Each 
filled circle corresponds to one of the elements 



 
 
Differences Among Segments Arise from the Patterns of Interest and Value 

We showed above that the three segments coalesce around different ideas which give them 
their identity. Mind Genomics and cognitive economics allows us to understand these segments 
more deeply by grouping the elements within each mindset according to interest level and value, 
and thus fitting the elements into the four boxes of our matrix: ‘Profit Opportunity’, ‘Must Haves’,’ 
Not Worth Paying For’, and ‘Irrelevant’ respectively. To tell an understandable story, not one which 
is overwhelming, we will present the elements for one of the four boxes, ‘Profit Opportunity.’ Recall 
that these elements in ‘Profit Opportunity’ exhibit the highest interest scores well as above average 
dollar value.  
 

The mind-set segments show that each has a specific viewpoint and each tells a different 
narrative. Table 12 shows that the Profit Opportunity elements vary across the three mind-set 
segments. Even when there is overlap between Segment 1 and Segment 2, as in elements C1, C2, C3 
and C4, their impact values and dollar values differ dramatically. For example, element C2 in 
Segment 1 has an impact value of 32 and a dollar value of $1.28, compared with an impact value of 
12 and $1.04 in Segment 2. Each mind-set segment has a different view of what is interesting, and 
in turn is worth paying for. 
 



Table 11: Profit opportunities for the three mind-set segments 

 Mind-set Segment 1: European, Artisan, Sensory Seekers INT 
Dollar 
Value 

C2 
Bread variations from artisanal bakeries made by professional 
bakers 

32 $1.28  

B1 From France 27 $1.66  

F6 Crispy crust tells you that it was freshly baked, nice and chewy bite 26 $1.81  

B4 From Germany 23 $1.46  

E3 
We produce the dough in the country of origins, which brings the 
real taste to the US 

22 $1.19  

C4 Bringing the purest bread variants fresh to your table every day 21 $1.54  

C3 
Artisanal bread recipes without any sugar, taste enhancers, 
colorants, GMO ingredients or preservatives 

17 $1.32  

B2 From Italy 16 $1.49  

C1 Dough made with only local European ingredients - GMO free 16 $1.52  

F2 It smells and taste like homemade 16 $1.23  

F1 It tastes like coming home 14 $1.25  

F4 It taste like being on holiday everyday 11 $1.38  

 
Mind-set Segment 2: Healthful, Simple, Fresh   

A5 
Honest food doesn't need any taste enhancers - no preservatives, 
GMO ingredients, sugar or additives 

29 $1.77  

C3 
Artisanal bread recipes without any sugar, taste enhancers, 
colorants, GMO ingredients or preservatives 

26 $1.69  

D5 
Benefits long term health as it is free of GMO ingredients, artificial 
additives and sugar 

22 $1.41  

A2 
European bread has that crispy crust and is nice and chewy and is 
less dense than American bread 

20 $1.15  

A3 
The Europeans only use basic ingredients in their bread- they 
produce it day fresh, that's why it is so delicious 

20 $1.43  

C1 Dough made with only local European ingredients - GMO free 20 $1.22  

A6 
Bread is the one of the most important food we consume everyday 
-- it should come from the best ingredients 

15 $1.22  

C4 Bringing the purest bread variants fresh to your table every day 15 $1.16  

 
Mind-set Segment 3: Bread with a History 

  

E5 Bread that has been a nutritious staple in Europe for centuries 21 $1.76  

E6 Delivered to you fresh every day 12 $1.48  

C5 Your everyday bread made from ancient, pure local recipes 16 $1.32  

D2 Honest, delicious and fresh food for me and my family 13 $1.32  

D6 
Easy way to make healthy and nutritious breakfast or lunch for me 
and my family 

20 $1.16  

 

The Importance of Sensory/Emotional Attributes 
We often think that the smell of freshly-baked bread and baked goods, generally is central 

to its interest and appeal. Many of us associate the aroma of bread baking in the oven at home with 



comfort and emotional connection. So strong is that association that people selling their homes are 
routinely encouraged to bake bread just before the prospective buyers come into the home to look 
around. The question we turn to now is how sensory emotional attributes “work” across the mind-
set segments.  
 
` Examining individual elements shows that their “messaging power” function differently 
across the mind-set segments. Consider element F1 (“It tastes like coming home”). F1is a Profit 
Opportunity in Mind-set 1, Not Worth Paying For in Mind-set 2, and Irrelevant in Mind-set 3. This is 
an important finding that has been replicated across hundreds of Mind Genomics studies: a single 
element can be highly desirable, expected, a bad tradeoff, or a turnoff depending upon the mind-set 
segment. Inspecting Table 12 further shows that some sensory emotional elements may be rated 
similarly across mind-sets, but the pattern of responses across elements within a mind-set is 
unique. 

When analyzing sensory emotional elements, three different stories emerge. Sensory 
emotional elements play a major role in mind-set Segment 1, and a minor supporting role in mind-
set Segment 3. Sensory emotional elements do not drive interest or price among in mind-set 
Segment 2, or for Total Panel (Table 12).  

In summary: 

1. Total Panel: Sensory emotional elements do not drive interest or price. Almost all are Irrelevant 
(low interest, low price), and one is seen as Not Worth Paying For (low interest, high price) 

 
2. Mind-set Segment 1 (European, Artisan, Sensory Seekers) is the only segment to rate four of 

the six sensory emotional elements in the Profit Opportunity group (high interest, high value). 
Sensory matters to this group, and only this group. 

 

3. mind-set Segment 2 (Healthful, Simple and Fresh) is uninterested and unwilling to pay for 
sensory emotional elements. Nearly all are Irrelevant, with one being rated as Not Worth Paying 
For 

 

4. mind-set Segment 3 (Bread with a History) is mostly uninterested and unwilling to pay for 
sensory emotional elements. Segment 3 group responded to element F2’s evocation of “smelling 
and tasting like homemade,” but this is an expected aspect for them, fitting into the Must Have 
category (interested, but Not Worth Paying For) 

 

Table 12: Sensory elements by Mind-set Segment and by Group 
Element  Total mind-set 1 mind-set 2 mind-set 3 

F1. It tastes like coming home Irrelevant Profit Not Worth Irrelevant 

F2. It smells and tastes like 

homemade 

Irrelevant Profit Irrelevant Must-Have 

F3. Your every morning joy Irrelevant Irrelevant Irrelevant Not Worth 



F4. It tastes like being on holiday 

every day 

Irrelevant Profit Irrelevant Irrelevant 

F5. It tastes healthy Irrelevant Irrelevant Irrelevant Irrelevant 

F6. Crispy crust tells you that it 

was freshly baked, nice and 

chewy bite 

Not Worth  Profit Irrelevant Irrelevant 

  
Mixing Messages To Raise Interest and Value: Mind Genomics, Cognitive Economics and 
Communicating Artisanal Bread 

Bread makers are in the business of baking bread and selling bread to consumers. One 
purpose of communication is to create demand, which is often accomplished through such means as 
commercial communications, e.g., advertising, One question nearly every marketer and advertiser 
wants answered is: “What story does my brand tell and to whom, so that our product will be preferred 
and purchased, and our brand can maximize sales revenue?”  
 

Findings from Mind Genomics and Cognitive Economics studies provide statistical guidance 
for answering these most central questions. The method is to mix elements from the Purchase 
Opportunity and Must-Have groups for each mind-set segment. We present four examples of mixing 
messages. We will use three elements in each mixture, the two top-scoring elements—those with 
the highest impact values— from the Profit Opportunity Group, and the top scoring element from 
the Must-Have group. This mixture includes both the “hot buttons” and also reassurance that an 
expected aspect of the bread is present. There is “sizzle” and “steak.”  

 
Recall that the experimental stimuli were constructed from 3-4 elements each from 3-4 

different silos A, B, C, D, E, F, respectively. To mix the messages is a straightforward matter:choose 
3-4 top performing elements, at most one from each silo for each mind-set as well as for the Total 
Sample. Multiple elements from within a single silo are not mixed because the experimental design 
does not present multiple elements from the same silo. When one element from a silo is present, all 
others from that silo are absent by design.  
 

By mixing messages as described, coefficients (impact values) of the selected elements can 
be added together along with the additive constant. This summation is done for the Total Panel and 
for each mind set segment, respective. The dollar values of the elements are added independently in 
a second summation, to compute a “price.” Of course this is not necessarily the actual price that 
would be charged, but here it indicates the relative price that a segment member would pay when 
specific elements are combined and presented in a vignette. 
 

Adding the impact values to the constant means that when the specified elements are 
present, we can expect that an additional percentage of respondents—an amount equal to the sum 
of the values— will rate a vignette as 7, 8, or 9.  

 
Table 13 presents four examples of mixing messages. 
 

1.  These examples show that, with the exception of mind-set Segment 3, interest in bread is 
negligible: the additive constants range from -5 to +5.  
 



2. Elements “work” to raise interest across all groups, but they “work harder” in the segments.  
 

3. The elements raised interest in the Total Panel to 53, but this was exceeded in each of the 
segments, reaching 63 in mind-set Segment 1 (19% increase) to 83 (32%) increase in mind-set 
Segments 2 and 3. 
 

4. Finally, when we examine the dollar value for the best bread, in terms of description. the Total 
Panel would expect to pay $3.97, which is 1% higher than the $3.92 Segment 1 would pay, but 
lower than the price mind-set Segment 2 would pay ($4.31, 9% more), or that mind-set 
Segment 3 would pay ($4.13, 4% more). 

 
As a final exercise in the ‘Cognitive Economics’ of artisanal bread, we can estimate the 

productivity of messaging, combining the impact value of each element with its dollar value. We 
define “Productivity” as the sum of the Interest Value times the dollar value, for a group of 
combined elements. Productivity is a measure of sales opportunity. Productivity allows us to 
compare the computation for the Total Panel with the computations for each mind-set segment.  

 
  Table 13 shows the results, and the dramatic increase in ‘productivity’ when we move from 
a strategy based on total panel to a strategy based on mind-set segments. As Table 13 shows, 
mixing the elements as prescribed, top 2 “profit opportunity” elements and the top “must-have” 
elements, leads to productivity within each segment substantially greater than the productivity of 
the Total Panel. The improvements range from 29% to 63%. Marketers and advertisers now have 
an empirical, scientific basis for selecting messages and segments they wish to target for 
communications. 

 
Note that this basic sales model could be refined by adding in a conversion factor, known or 

estimated, for each mind-set segment and total panel. In addition, marketers or advertisers might 
allocate their efforts against one, two, or three segments, depending on their goals and objectives. 
Although enhancements or different targeting scenarios are possible, the core principle is selecting 
mixtures of messages based on their impact value and dollar value. 

 
Table 13: Interest (INT), price, and estimated ‘sale’ (productivity) for optimal vignettes from 
total panel and mind-set segment. 

Illustrating with Total Sample INT Price 
Additive Constant 3  
A5: Honest food doesn't need any taste enhancers - no preservatives, GMO 
ingredients, sugar or additives 19 $1.53  
C3: Artisanal bread recipes without any sugar, taste enhancers, colorants, 
GMO ingredients or preservatives 18 $1.46  
E1: Recipes just using simple ingredients such as water, dough, yeast and 
craftsmanship 10 $0.98  
Sum: 53 $3.97  
Total Panel Sales per 1000 people = 1000 (0.53*$3.97) = $2104.10   
Illustrating with mind-set Segment 1: European artisan sensory seekers   
Additive Constant  5  
C2: Bread variations from artisanal bakeries made by professional bakers 32 $1.28  
B1:  From France 27 $1.66  
E6: Delivered to you fresh every day 19 $0.98  
Sum: 83 $3.92  



   
Segment 1 Sales per 1000 people=  1000 (0.83*$3.92) = $3253.60 (+55%)   

Illustrating With mind-set Segment 2: Healthful high quality bread   
Additive Constant -5  
A5: Honest food doesn't need any taste enhancers - no preservatives, GMO 
ingredients, sugar or additives 29 $1.77  
C3: Artisanal bread recipes without any sugar, taste enhancers, colorants, 
GMO ingredients or preservatives 26 $1.69  
D1: Eating pure and healthy everyday 13 $0.85  
Sum:  63 $4.31  
Segment 2 Sales per 1000 people=  1000 (0.63*$4.31) = $2715.30 (+29%)   
   

Illustrating With mind-set Segment 3: Bread with a history   
Additive Constant 35  
E5: Bread that has been a nutritious staple in Europe for centuries 21 $1.76  
C5: Your everyday bread made from ancient, pure local recipes 16 $1.32  
F2: It smells and taste like homemade 11 $1.05  
Sum: 83 $4.13  
Segment 3 Sales per 1000 people =  1000 (0.83*$4.13) = $3427.90 (+63%)   
 

Ending Observations 
This study explored artisanal, European-style bread from the standpoint of Mind Genomics 

and Cognitive Economics, using experimental design coupled with consumer evaluation and 
modeling. The objective is to uncover the impact on interest and value of messages, especially 
sensory emotional elements. The research examined sensory emotional elements in the context of a 
variety of other elements relevant to artisanal, European-style bread, such as country of origin, 
ingredients, recipes, heritage, and purity, not in an isolated fashion. Sensory emotional elements 
selected for the study appeared not in technical jargon, but in the language consumers routinely 
encounter; evocative mixtures of ideas in communications about bread which appear in advertising, 
product promotion, or on packages. To assure that, the sensory emotional elements were selected 
with the help of marketers and communications professionals. 
 

Sensory emotional elements did not universally drive interest in artisanal European-style 
bread nor did they drive the perception of value. It was the opposite; each mind-set segment 
interpreted and responded to different, unique stories about bread. Only mind-set Segment 1, the 
person interested in the artisanal aspects of bread, showed high interest and highly valued the 
warm and comforting sensory emotional attributes. The non-sensory emotional elements captured 
greater interest and value in the other segments, Segment 2 and Segment 3, respectively.  
 

Mind Genomics and Cognitive economics provides marketers and advertisers with 
empirical, scientific guidance when selecting target groups and messages to achieve their business 
goals; effective marketing, resonant and persuasive communications, and sales success. The 
approach outlined in this chapter, as noted earlier, is applicable to food products, non-food 
products, services, and experiences. The approach, mixing ideas together by design, and 
deconstructing the contribution of these ideas, finds use in innovation, new product development, 
and modifying existing products to better meet the needs of consumers. 
 



Mind Genomics and Cognitive Economics are beginning to find creative new applications in 
the food industry, which reflect new directions of thinking. One new approach is to use the 
procedures outlined here to remove ingredients, features, or attributes that consumers no longer 
desire, as was reported by a major food brand. They designed a study that included the ingredients 
in a specific product. After assigning elements to one of the four categories: Profit Opportunity, 
Must-Haves, Not Worth Paying For, and Irrelevant, the brand deleted the Irrelevant ingredients i.e. 
ingredients with low interest and low dollar values. The brand lowered costs while tuning the 
product more closely to consumer interests and needs. 

 
Response-based segmentation, dividing people by patterns of response to messages about 

the specific topic, improves the bottom line by increasing sales and eventually profitability. The 
segmentation works in two ways. 

 
1. Segmentation identifies groups of people who can be more readily convinced. So we have here 

an advantage from the realm of marketing. 
 

2. Segmentation reveals groups of people who want only part of the full possible array of features 
and benefits offered by a product. This identification has monetary implications. To the degree 
that one can identify segments of individuals who care only about a limited number of product 
features, one can tailor a more cost effective offering to that segment. This tailoring is finding 
use by major food brands, and has been in the forefront of business attention for more than a 
decade). 
 

Finally, this journey through Mind Genomics and Cognitive Economics occasionally used the 
word “narrative” and “story.” Narrative refers to the thematic description of the mind-set segments, 
and story refers to the elements within the segment. Since late 2007, the term “brand storytelling” 
has gained currency among marketers and advertisers. Most “brand stories” are written from the 
brand’s perspective, not from the perspective of their consumers. It is not what a brand says about 
itself that matters, but the different narratives and stories people tell about brands. Mind Genomics 
and Cognitive Economics, focusing as they do on resonant communications. Mind Genomics and 
Cognitive Economics offers a way to discover the consumer stories that brands can use strategically 
to create products, services or experiences that match consumer interest and communicate the 
stories about them that  resound across and within the different mind-sets consumers have toward 
them. This tight coupling enables brands to serve their consumers as they would like to be serve 
while simultaneously improving their chances for business success.  
 

 

  
 
  
  
 
  

  

 



  
 
  
 
  
 
   
 
  
 
  
 
  
  
 
  
 
   
 
 
 


